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CB 100 

 

Ultra Powerful Cleaner and Degreaser  
CB 100 is an aqueous based cleaner and degreaser which uses bio-renewable additives to give it a Nature Boost of 
cleaning performance when compared to traditional water based cleaners. CB 100 is formulated with renewable 
raw materials produced from recycled vegetable by-products. These natural ingredients give the product its 
excellent dissolving and cleaning power. CB 100 is ideal for removing oils and greases. It will also remove tenacious 
and stubborn contaminants such as ink, rubber marks, tar, wax, carbon, soot and pastes. CB 100 is compatible with 
steel, stainless steel, non-ferrous metals and other surfaces. Simply spray it on, and CB 100 will dissolve persistent 
contaminants. For best results, wipe with a Bio-Circle POWERCLOTH (57-M 001). CB 100 also works well in 
immersion applications using the Bio-Circle CLEAN BOX (53-L 340), in parts cleaning systems using the Bio-Circle 
CLEAN BOX FLOW (55-D 020) and in pressure washing applications. It is compatible 
with steel and stainless steel in immersion applications. It is also compatible with 
aluminum and non-ferrous alloys in spray and wipe applications.  When cleaning with 
CB 100, your surfaces will not be damaged and the original look will be restored! 
 
Features & Benefits:  

 Ready to use high strength formulation 

 Ideal for trigger sprayer applications, immersion tank applications and 
pressure washers  

 Can be heated up to 40°C (104°F) for increased cleaning performance 

 Removes oils, greases, ink, rubber marks, tar, wax, carbon, soot and 
pastes 

 Pleasant apple scent 

 Water-based, non-flammable 

 Biodegradable, VOC free 

 Solvent, phosphate and butyl-free 

 
 
 

 Metric  Imperial Order No SDS 

Liquid  3.78L 1.0 gal.  53-G 165 L-155E  

Liquid  20L 5.2 gal.  53-G 167 L-155E  

Liquid 208L 55 gal.  53-G 168  L-155E 

 
ACCESSORIES 

Spout for 20L pail          53-L 207 
Faucet for 208L drum, 2”   53-L 209 
Faucet for 208L drum, ¾”   53-L 210 
Replacement trigger sprayer, 500 ml  53-L 342 
Bio-Circle POWERCLOTH   57-M 001 
Bio-Circle CLEAN BOX    53-L 340 
Bio-Circle CLEAN BOX FLOW   55-D 020 

Technical Information 

Density  1.015 g/ml  

Flashpoint N/A 

Odor/color Pleasant odor, 
colorless 

pH  11 

Rinsability Excellent 

VOC 0 
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